
 
 
 

PETCHATZ® UNVEILS TWO-WAY PET COMMUNICATION SYSTEM  
AT SUPERZOO/Booth 26131 

 
PetChatz® is a Patented System Letting Pet Owners See, Hear, Greet & Treat®  

Their Pets From Anyplace, Anytime 
 
ORLANDO (July 17, 2014) – At next week’s SuperZoo, PetChatz® will unveil the first-of-kind 
“Greet & Treat”® videophone that allows pet parents to have physical interaction with their pets 
from anywhere through their smartphones, tablets or computers.  
                                                                                                              
PetChatz will be at Booth 26131. 
 
With new pet communications technologies entering the marketplace, PetChatz is the only 
commercialized pet communications device at SuperZoo with U.S. patents for a two-way video, 
voice, treat and scent dispensing system.  
 
PetChatz features a small, sleek and durable unit that mounts 
securely to any wall or kennel and lets owners and their pets see 
each other, hear each other and speak to each other. By clicking 
an icon, parents can also dispense a treat, provide a soothing 
scent and record and then share videos of their pets’ reactions on 
social media channels. PetChatz also features sound and motion 
detection, daily treat counter and low treat indicator. 
 
PetChatz Founder and CEO Lisa Lavin will present the fully 
functional model to SuperZoo attendees, demonstrating the 
PetChatz unit’s two-way video, treat and scent dispensing 
technologies – as well as the PetChatz interface on smartphones 
and tablets, PetChatz Treatz®, PetChatz Scentz® Pads and 
PetChatz Scentz® Calm Drops.  
 
Simple installation, a lifetime of memories 
When properly installed, PetChatz is safe for pets and cannot be easily damaged. It takes 
minutes to set-up through four simple steps: 
 

1. Owners flush mount their PetChatz unit over any electrical outlet in their home. 
 

2. They connect their PetChatz unit to their home WiFi network. Owners can then connect 
to their unit by logging onto PetChatz.com on their computer – and/or downloading the 
PetChatz app on their smartphone or tablet. 

 
3. Owners then fill their PetChatz unit with snacks and scents their pet loves. PetChatz 

Treatz® are low calorie and holistic, and PetChatz Scentz® pads can be customized with 

http://www.petchatz.com/


their pet’s favorite scents or with PetChatz Scentz®, a proprietary essential oil blend 
made by Wyndmere Naturals, Inc. for PetChatz. 

 
4. Owners can then check in with their pet from anywhere, anytime. A special ringtone tells 

their pet they’re calling. Owners say hello, share their smile through PetChatz’ color 
screen, dispense snacks and scents, record and share videos, and feel better knowing 
they were part of their pet’s day even while away. 

 
MSRP is $349. To learn more, visit PetChatz at www.PetChatz.com and follow on Facebook and 
Twitter.  
 
About Anser Innovation 
PetChatz is developed by Anser Innovation LLC, a technology company developing internet-
based software and hardware to enhance remote interaction. Based in Minnesota, Anser 
Innovation connects the disconnected, focusing on market segments that cannot use a phone or 
computer. Its first target is the retail pet market with PetChatz. Future markets include the 
aging adult and dependent child markets. For more information, visit 
www.AnserInnovation.com. 
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